
In Q1, the AMI Large Cap Growth was down 17.58% (17.83%

on a net basis) versus the Russell 1000 index which fell 14.10%.

Security selection drove approximately 60% of the relative

performance, with asset allocation contributing the balance.

Outperforming picks in Materials, Technology and Producer

Durables were offset by stock selections in Consumer

Discretionary, Healthcare and Financials. Being overweight

Healthcare (which outperformed the index) and being

underweight Producer Durables (which underperformed was

offset by being overweight Materials (which underperformed)

and being underweight Technology (which outperformed).
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LARGE CAP GROWTH ANNUALIZED RETURNS

*Not annualized. As of 3/31/20. Source AMI. Please see last page for important disclosures.
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Q1 2020* 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 year Inception
(1/1/98)

AMI Gross AMI Net Russell 1000 Growth S&P 500

Q1 2020* 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 year
Inception 

(1/1/98)

AMI Gross -17.58% -4.31% 6.78% 4.89% 10.95% 9.97%

AMI Net -17.83% -5.28% 5.73% 3.85% 9.87% 8.89%

R1000G -14.10% 0.91% 11.32% 10.36% 12.97% 6.84%

S&P 500 -19.60% -6.98% 5.10% 6.73% 10.53%% 6.50%

Top Contributors in Q1

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

Amazon 0.50% 0.32%

Facebook 0.19% 0.12%

Microsoft 4.94% 0.05%

West Pharmaceuticals 2.03% 0.03%

Nike 0.05% -0.02%

Bottom Contributors in Q1

Company Avg. Weight Contribution

Walt Disney 1.93% -0.91%

Bright Horizons 1.65% -0.99%

Lab Corp 3.72% -1.01%

Lamb Weston 3.04% -1.06%

Aramark 1.99% -1.11%

**Please see last page for important disclosures. **Please see last page for important disclosures.
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Top Contributors

Amazon was added to the Large Cap Growth strategy late in the quarter as the stock fell

along with the broader market. Our expectation is that more commerce will shift online,

especially with increasing numbers of people at home. Amazon’s cloud business, AWS,

should remain a major growth driver and potentially accelerate if telecommuting becomes a

lasting consequence of the pandemic. We believe that the price decline during the quarter

offered a good opportunity to own a high-quality company, with recurring, diversified

revenue streams, at a reasonable valuation.

Like Amazon, we acquired Facebook late in Q1 following a sharp drop in its stock price

which we believed to be excessive relative to its future growth prospects. While the

advertising business is likely to see some disruption as a result of the shutdown of many

small businesses, we believe that this will be short-lived, and the majority of Facebook’s

more than one million advertisers will come back to the platform given its reach and high

ROI. We also believe Facebook should benefit from higher engagement as users spend more

time on its various platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp) while they work and

stay at home.

Microsoft’s fiscal Q2 revenue and earnings beat estimates driven by strong results from its

cloud division, Azure, as well as continued momentum in Office. While we do expect some

impact from the coronavirus slowdown, especially as it relates to PC shipments out of China,

Microsoft has a very durable business model with highly recurring revenue streams. The

cloud business should continue to grow at a high rate and Microsoft has a variety of tools

that can make workers more productive from home which could help to offset a slowdown in

other divisions.

West Pharmaceutical Services reported another solid quarter with double-digit sales and

earnings growth. The supplier of vials, syringes and components continues to benefit from

new biologic industry launches, where it holds a near 100% share of new therapies, as well as

its customers buying more value-added, higher priced products. West should not experience

any significant impact from COVID-19, and thus the stock has held up well.

We were always positive about Nike’s iconic brand and the company’s long-term

partnerships with superstar athletes, which combine to create a competitive advantage for

the company in a challenging retail landscape. The dislocation from the virus provided us an

opportunity to buy the stock at a discount. While Nike is not immune to store closures, the

company’s digital relationships with customers, as well as a push to exercise while staying at

home, should help to drive sales growth until stores can reopen.



Despite a strong fiscal Q1 on the back of a successful launch of the Disney+ streaming

service, the global spread of the coronavirus led to the closure of Disney’s theme parks

globally. The suspension of sports will also drive lower advertising revenue from ESPN and

ABC. Disney’s cruise ships are also likely to remain idle for the foreseeable future. The

combination of these factors, coupled with the recent departure of CEO Bob Iger and the

higher debt level following the acquisition of 21st Century Fox, created a significantly higher

level of uncertainty for the business. Thus, we exited the position as we saw better

opportunities elsewhere.

Bright Horizons reported a solid Q4, but the stock was pressured during the quarter over

concerns that the company would be forced to close their day care centers. The company

eventually decided to close half their daycare centers in the U.S. voluntarily in mid-March.

The center closures will have a meaningful impact on the company’s financial results in Q2

and potentially beyond. Bright Horizons may also see a negative impact in a recession if

there is a substantial increase in unemployment, especially in certain key cities. In the end,

there was too much uncertainty in the near-term and we felt it was prudent to sell the stock.

LabCorp reported a decent quarter with growth in the drug development business offsetting

weakness in diagnostics driven by Medicare price cuts and the loss of exclusivity at United

Health last year. However, the COVID outbreak has shut down virtually all routine lab

testing in the U.S., impacting diagnostic revenue. This is partially offset by increases in

COVID testing but these are at lower price points. In addition, drug development growth

will likely be impacted as patients in drug trials are facing travel restrictions. We do believe

that the negative factors will reverse quickly once stay-at-home orders are lifted and

LabCorp will be a beneficiary of pent up demand.

Lamb Weston came under pressure during the first quarter due to the frozen French fry

manufacturer’s exposure to foodservice. While the company faces a headwind from

mandatory closures of independent restaurants, revenue is mostly leveraged to fast food,

where drive-throughs remain open and are generally resilient in times of economic stress.

The company also has a retail business with the Alexia and Grown In Idaho brands that are

growing rapidly as consumers stock up on frozen goods. We believe that foodservice

weakness is priced into the stock at this point, and that Lamb Weston presents one of the

most compelling growth stories in Consumer Staples.

Aramark’s commercial foodservice and uniform businesses will see material impacts from the

broader shutdown of the economy, with Aramark particularly hurt by the closure of

universities where they manage school cafeterias. While some areas of Aramark’s business

will probably see a small benefit from the impact of the virus, there is a tremendous amount

of uncertainty as to when the company will actually be able to operate again and as such, we

decided to step aside for the time being.
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Bottom Contributors



In Q1, we added Amazon, Facebook, and Nike. We exited our position in Aramark, Disney, Bright Horizons,

Henry Schein, and Diamondback Energy.

The purchases of Amazon, Facebook and Nike, in addition to the sales of Disney, Aramark, and Bright

Horizons, are detailed above.

Given that approximately two-thirds of Henry Schein’s revenues are from dental product

distribution, we exited the position after it became apparent that dental services would be

completely curtailed for the foreseeable future.

We exited Diamondback Energy following the sharp decline in oil prices, started by the Saudi

Arabia oil dispute and exacerbated by COVID, as we have limited visibility as to how long

these negative global forces would persist.

Quarterly Update (cont.)

Q1 ∙ 2020
Portfolio Additions & Deletions
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Disclosures
* Performance Disclosures: AMI Asset Management (AMI) is an independent investment management firm

registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission since 1994. Registration does not imply a certain level of

skill or training. AMI provides discretionary asset management services to institutional and individual clients

through separately managed accounts using seven equity and fixed income strategies. The Domestic Large Cap

Growth Composite includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-paying, taxable and nontaxable

households with at least $400,000 in equities on the last day of the previous quarter. Beginning January 1, 2006,

the composite was constructed using client households, as defined, whereas previously the composite was

constructed at the account level. The composite was modified beginning January 1, 2006, to reflect the increase in

our minimum equity balance per household from $100,000 to $400,000. Returns are presented gross and net of

management fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Gross returns are presented before management fees

but after all trading expenses. Net returns are calculated by deducting 1/4th of the highest applicable annual fee of

1.00% from the gross composite returns on a quarterly basis. Clients should not assume that managed accounts will

attain similar investment performance in the future. All accounts are individually managed; therefore, returns for

separate accounts may be higher or lower than the average performance stated above. The benchmarks we use are

the Standard & Poor's 500® Total Return and the Russell 1000® Growth Index. The Standard & Poor’s 500®

Total Return is designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate

market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries. It includes a representative sample of 500 leading

companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy. The S&P 500® Total Return focuses on the large cap segment

of the market with over 80% coverage of U.S. equities. The Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the large-

capitalization growth sector of the U.S. equity market. It is a subset of the Russell 1000® Index. The Index is

capitalization-weighted and consists of those companies, or portion of a company, with higher price-to-book ratios

and higher forecasted growth within the Russell 1000® Index. Index performance is provided as a point of reference

only and does not imply that a Strategy will achieve returns, volatility, or other results similar to the index. The

total returns for the index do not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses which would reduce returns. Indices

are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index.

** Source: AMI and Bloomberg. The top five and bottom five contributors information is based on a representative 

account taken from the AMI Large Cap Growth composite. The representative account was selected because it 

closely reflects the AMI Large Cap Growth investment strategy. Due to factors such as portfolio size, specific 

investment guidelines and inception dates of individual accounts, there will be dispersion between the weight, 

returns, and contributions of this account and other accounts in the composite. The Contribution is calculated by 

multiplying the weight (i.e., percentage of the total account) invested in each holding times the rate of return for 

that holding during the measurement period. The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities 

purchased, sold or recommended for AMI’s clients. Actual client holdings and characteristics may vary and 

holdings are subject to change. The reader should not assume that (1) an investment in the securities identified was 

or will be profitable or (2) that the AMI Large Cap Growth Strategy will hold these stocks in the future. References 

to specific securities are not intended as representative of past recommendations by AMI. The securities shown 

should not be considered recommendations or solicitations and may not have been, or in the future be, profitable. 

Nothing presented herein is or is intended to constitute investment advice, and no investment decision should be 

made based on any information provided herein. Past performance is not an indication of future returns. There is a 

risk of loss from an investment in securities, including the risk of loss of principal. 

To obtain free of charge (1) a complete list of composite descriptions, (2) the calculation’s methodology and a list 

showing every holding’s contribution to the overall account’s performance during the measurement period, and/or 

(3) a complete list of all buy and sell recommendations for this strategy within the last 12 months, please contact 

Katharine Kim at (424) 320-4003 or katharine@amiassetmanagement.com.
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